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cut & sew cube puppy plush
If you’re reading this, then you likely purchased
some of my Cut & Sew Cube Puppy Plush
fabric from Spoonflower. So thank you!
If you’ve ever sewn a cube before, this pattern
takes it to the next level! The classic geometric
shape forms a chubby little puppy body
complete with four stubby legs. It comes in
4 breed varieties; husky, corgi, shiba inu, and
pug. Though assembling them is almost identical.

skills used:
• Sewing inner & outer curves
• Y-seams/sewing cubes
• Ladder stitch
• Gathering stitch

difficulty:
Knowing how to sew a cube is very
important in this plush, as you’ll be
using a lot of the same techniques, but
taken to a slightly higher level.

makes:
One plush, about 5” wide, 5” long
(not including tail), and 6” tall (not
including ears)
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materials & tools:

• your pre-printed Cut & Sew Puppy Cube plush fabric from Spoonflower (at least one fat
•
•
•

quarter)
sewing thread to match fabrics
poly-fil stuffing
basic sewing tools (sewing machine, scissors, needles, pins, seam ripper, etc.)

before you begin:
• Briefly read the project instructions so you know what to expect.
• Note that a ¼” seam allowance is used throughout the project -- already included in the fabric.
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cut pieces right
before you need them

16 pieces total

b. If you’re new to sewing, you
might want to wait until the
applicable step before cutting
your fabric so you can refer to
the notes and labels.
Once you need a piece, cut
it out along the dotted lines
outside the shape.

1. assess your fabric

cut several
clips about ⅛”
into the curve

2. sew the inner legs

a. Grab your printed Spoonflower cut & sew fabric. If you
ordered ¼ yd. of minky or
fleece, it should include all the
pieces needed (surrounded
by a border).
There should be 16 pieces
included: front, back, top,
sides (2), bottom, ears (4),
inner legs (4) and tail (2)

inner leg
(underneath)

stretch
the inner
curve to fit

a. Cut out your bottom piece and your four inner leg pieces. The little inner curves found on the
bottom piece are going to be sewn to the straight sides of your inner legs. To make these edges match
up, cut small clips into the inner curves of the bottom piece, about ⅛” long and spaced ¼” apart.
b. Stretch the inner curve to meet with the straight side of the inner leg. It will be a close fit, so do your
best stretching the inner curve. If it doesn’t quite fit, you can trim the inner leg a little and it won’t
make a huge difference.
c. Sew the inner curve to this straight edge with the usual ¼” seam allowance.
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3. complete the inner legs
a. Repeat the same process with the remaining three inner curves found on the bottom piece and the
other three inner leg pieces.
b. When complete, it should look something like the photo. Note that the legs won’t lie flat but rather
stand up a bit due to their shape.

start at ends of
the leg seams

pivot at inner
leg seams

4. sew the outer legs
a. Cut out both of your side pieces. Locate the stubby legs found at the bottom, and line them up with
the legs on one side of your bottom piece. Pin the raw edges -- this might take some finessing, since
the inner legs are three-dimensional.
b. Once the legs are matched up, sew the inner and outer legs together. Start where the first leg seam
begins (¼” from the edge), go around the leg, then pivot where the seam ends. Continue between the
two legs, pivot again where the second leg seam begins. Finally stop where the second leg seam ends.
c. In the straight area between the stubby legs, clip the inner corners in the seam allowances on each
side. Get as close as you can to the stitching without actually cutting it. This will allow the fabric to
open up when you turn it right side out.
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SIDE

BOTTOM

SIDE

5. sew the remaining side
a. Once complete, repeat with the remaining side piece and the other side of the bottom piece so both
sets of legs are sewn.
b. When turned, you should have something like what’s shown: a row of three squares -- side, bottom,
and side.

leave opening
for turning

6. sew the ears
a. Cut out your ear pieces. Grab two and line
them up with right sides facing and raw edges
matching.
for shiba, husky, or corgi: be sure to match
up one ear with a contrast inner ear, and one
blank ear.
b. Sew the ears together along the long curved
edge, leaving the short straight edge free for
turning right side out.
c. Turn both ears right side out.
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basting:

A form of temporary
sewing meant to hold pieces
in place. A long stitch length is
often used for this reason. The
finished result is not meant
to be seen and sometimes
is even removed later
(depending on your
project).

7. baste the ears
a. Locate the ear placement bands from the front piece. Align the open end of the ears within these
lines. Flip the ear down so the inner ear faces the head, then pin the ear in place.
b. Baste the ear to the top of the front within the seam allowance to hold it in place for the next step.

start and stop at leg
seams from step 4

8. attach the front
a. Align the front piece so the side
closest to the mouth matches up with
one raw edge of the bottom.
b. Sew the face in place starting ¼” in
from the edge and stopping ¼” from
the other edge. The goal is to start
and stop your seam at the end of the
leg seams you did in step 4.
c. When complete, the bottom of the
face should be pointing towards the
bottom. The legs flank the face on
each side.
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TOP

9. attach the top

SIDE

SIDE

a. Cut out your top piece and layer it over the face, aligning the top edge where you’ve just basted your
ears. This square is about to become the top of your plush.
b. Sew the top in place along this edge, starting ¼” from the edge and stopping ¼” from the end.
c. When complete, the ears should be securely sewn inside the seam.

SIDE

SIDE

BACK

10. sew the back

tail placement circle

a. Cut out your back piece and layer it over the bottom, aligning along it the last empty edge of your
bottom piece. This square is about to become the back of your plush. Make sure the circle marking
(for the tail placement) is opposite the edge you’re sewing.
for corgi: align the edge that is all white -- the one opposite the edge that is all brown.
b. Sew the back in place starting ¼” in from the edge and stopping ¼” from the other edge. The goal is to
start and stop your seam and the end of the leg seams you did in step 4.
c. All six sides of your cube are now in place! We can finally start making it into a 3D shape!
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FRONT
FRONT

SIDE
BOTTOM

SIDE

SIDE

SIDE

BOTTOM

SIDE

BOTTOM
BACK

BACK
BACK

11. sew the side edges

a. Hold the face square in one hand and a side square in the other. Bring them together so the side
edges meet up. Pin them in place -- we’ll be sewing that edge next. This will form the vertical edges of
your plush that makes it 3D.
b. Sew along that edge starting ¼” in from the beginning and stopping ¼” from the end. Ideally your
seams should start and stop at the points where your previous seams began.
c. Repeat with the other side piece and the remaining side of the face. Then with the back and sides as
well for four vertical edges total.

leave opening
for turning

12. sew the top

a. When all of the vertical edges are sewn, you should have something that looks like a box with a lid. All
that’s left is to sew that lid in place!
b. Line up the raw edges of the ‘lid’ with the raw edges of the ‘box’ and pin them in place. Sew around
these edges, being sure to pivot at the corners. Leave a small 2-3” opening along one side for turning
the cube right side out later. Once the top is sewn, clip the excess seam allowance at each corner of
the cube to reduce bulk.
Turn the cube right side out and define the corners and legs with a chopstick or similar turning tool.
You might want to check to be sure the legs are sewn to your satisfaction, so you can go back and fix
them if you need to.
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stuff legs
first

insert needle from
inside opening

13. stuff the plush
a. Start stuffing the cube by using small balls of stuffing in each leg
and each corner of the cube.
b. Keep stuffing the cube, slowly working your way from the bottom
towards the opening.
c. Thread a hand sewing needle with matching thread and knot the
end. Insert the needle into the opening of the cube near one end.
Bring the needle out so the knot is now hidden within the plush.
Tuck under the seam allowances of the cube opening.

2 1
4

3

seam allowance
(folded inside)

hold thread
taut while
clipping

ladder stitch
opening closed

bring
needle out
1-2" away

14. close up the plush
a. Continue from here doing a ladder stitch. Take a 1/8” stitch into the fold of one side of the opening,
then go across and take another. Keep going down the opening until you reach the end.
b. When you’re finished, stitch a knot into the end of the seam. Then insert the needle near the finished
knot and out of the plush about 1-2” away.
c. Pull the thread through and hold it taut while snipping the thread. The excess thread should sink back
inside the plush -- all hidden!
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leave opening
for turning

15. sew the tail
a. Cut out your tail pieces. Align them together with right sides facing and raw edges matching up.
b. The shape for each dog breed is different, but the basic idea is the same. Sew around the long curved
edge of the tail. Leave the short straight edge free for turning the tail right side out later.
c. for the pug, shiba, or husky: cut several clips into the inner corner where the tail curves. Clip as
close as you can to the stitching without cutting the threads. This will give your tail more flexibility
when it’s turned.

stitch around
opening

16. turn and stuff the tail
a. Turn the tail right side out through the opening and define the
curves with a chopstick or similar blunt tool.
b. Stuff the tail lightly with stuffing so it takes shape.
c. Thread a hand sewing needle with matching thread and knot
the end. Sew a long gathering stitch around the opening of the
tail, about ¼” away from the edge.

gathering:

The process of shortening the
length of a piece of fabric by sewing
long stitches through it. When the
thread is pulled, it forms small folds that
ruffle the fabric.

gathering stitch:

A long version of the running stitch, which
is a stitch done by weaving the needle
in and out of a length of fabric going
along a line. The long stitches (about
¼”-½” long) gather the fabric
when pulled later.
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line up tail with
circle marking
ladder stitch tail
around base

17. attach the tail
a. Once finished, pull at the thread to gather the fabric and cinch up the opening. Sew a few knots at this
opening to hold it closed. If you have a lot of thread left, consider leaving it attached for adding to the
body.
b. Position the tail over the circle marking found on the top of the back square. Make sure the tail is
pointing upward as well. You can hold it in place by sticking pins down into the base of the tail and
through the plush.
for corgi: instead of a circle marking, the tail can be sewn at the point of the brown marking. There’s
no circle in case you’d rather leave the tail off entirely.
c. Once it’s aligned, sew the tail in place with a ladder stitch around the base.
fold ear
toward face

tilt ear back
to find crease

ladder stitch
crease in place

18. for the pug: fold the ears
a. If you’re making a pug, stitch the ears down by folding them toward the
face, about ½” from the top seam.
b. Bend the ear back so you can view the crease created by making that fold.
c. Go into that crease with a hand-sewing needle and thread and ladder
stitch the ear fabric together to hold that fold.

congrats!

this completes
your plush! Now
give it a big
hug!
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